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Van der Waals heterostructure of MoS2/MoSi2N4: A

First-principle study
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5

, Chuong V. Nguyen6, M.
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7
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1

Motivated by the successful preparation of MoSi2N4 monolayer in the last year [Hong et al., Sci.

369, 670 (2020)], we investigate the structural, electronic and optical properties of MoS2/MoSi2N4

heterostructure (HTS). The phonon dispersion and the binding energy calculations refer to the sta-

bility of the HTS. The heterostructure has an indirect bandgap 1.26 (1.84) eV using PBE (HSE06)

which is smaller than the corresponding value of MoSi2N4 and MoS2 monolayers. We find the

work function of MoS2/MoSi2N4 HTS is smaller than the corresponding value of its individual

monolayers. The heterostructure structure can enhance the absorption of light spectra not only in

the ultraviolet region but also in the visible region as compared to MoSi2N4 and MoS2 monolayers.

The refractive index behaviour of the HTS can be described as the cumulative effect which is well

described in terms of a combination of the individual effects (the refractive index of MoSi2N4 and

MoS2 monolayers).

1 Introduction

The capability of 2D novel materials in industrial-grade 2D nan-
odevices can be remarkably elevated by the tremendous de-
sign possibility provided by van der Waals heterostructures (vd-
WHTSs) in which the physical features can be tuned desirably via
vertically stacking various 2D atomic monolayers (MLs)1–7. Using
vdWHTSs, constructed with stacking two or more 2D atomic thick
materials, is considered as one of the best remedies to break the
limitations of single-layer materials, where the newly designed
vdWHTs put forth a slow electron-hole recombination rate8–15.
This subject is a matter of interest for nanoelectronic devices ow-
ing to lacking dangling bonds, atomically sharp interface and
extremely low trap states16,17. Vertically designed 2D semicon-
ducting HTS devices have manifested higher operation power and
higher processing speed than conventional bulk junctions.
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A recent study on the vertically designed HTS of
graphene/Ga2SSe showed that the engineering of interlayer
spacing can work efficiently both on controlling the interface
contact type and the Schottky-barrier-height of the HTS, which
is crucial for performance improvement of the controllable
nanoelectronic and optoelectronic devices18. Finding graphene
ML19 has triggered enormous efforts to explore novel 2D
materials with peculiar physical traits and new performances.
For instance, a group of 2D transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs), including MoS2 and WS2, has drastically changed the
world of optoelectronic, photonic and energy devices during the
few recent years20–24.

A novel investigation on the MoS2/C3N HTS revealed that the
full hydrogenation of the HTS resulted in the tuning of the elec-
tronic structure that is very vital for applications in emerging
technological devices with precisely controlled properties25. In
addition to 2D TMDCs, nano dimensional transition metal ni-
tride (TMN) semiconductors have been tremendously studied re-
cently26–30. Meanwhile, as an interesting study that has cov-
ered both TMDCs and carbon based nitride, the vdWHTs of Janus
TMDCs on graphite boron-carbon-nitride nanosheets were stud-
ied fundamentally31. Their results showed that holly structures
of BCN crystals are suitable for HTS formation even over a vdW-
type interaction, which significantly changes the electronic nature
of the constituent layers. Furthermore, some of the different 2D
HTS are reported in previous works32,32,34–38.

As a new class of air-stable 2D TMN semiconductors, MoSi2N4
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Fig. 1 (a,d) Atomic structures, (b,e) contour plot of the electron localization function (ELF) and (d,f) electronic band and PDOS of MoS2 (left) and

MoSi2N4 (right) monolayers. The primitive unit cell is indicated by a red hexagonal. Charge density of the valance band maximum (VBM) and

conduction band minimum (CBM) orbitals are shown in the inset in electronic structure. The zero of energy is set to Fermi-level.

monolayer shows unique electrical and mechanical properties.
However, the air stability of the experimental synthesized 2D
TMNs is a big challenge. Recently, W. Ren et al. have man-
aged to synthesis an air-stable 2D MoSi2N4 monolayer using the
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) route39. This was achieved by
sandwiching an MoN2 layer between two Si-N bilayers. As a re-
sult, an indirect bandgap semiconductor was attained. Bafekry et
al.40 have theoretically studied the structural, mechanical, ther-
mal, electronic and optical properties of the MoSi2N4 monolayer
employing DFT calculations. The physics behind the electrically
contacting MoSi2N4 with metals is still under consideration. Par-
ticularly, compared to the 2D transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs)/2D-metal contacts that show quite exotic but interest-
ing physical phenomena, the idea of integration of MoSi2N4 with
2D metals comes to mind. Ang et al.44 have recently studied the
vdWHTs composed of MoSi2N4 vertically contacted by graphene
and NbS2 MLs using first principles calculation.

In the present study, we introduce a novel VdWHTS of
MoS2/MoSi2N4. We investigate the related structural, electronic,
and optical properties using first principle calculations. The
results showed that the HTS has a work function and energy
bandgap smaller than its individual monolayers. The optical re-
sults show that the HTS can improve the absorption of light in the
whole range of light as compared to its individual monolayers.

2 Computational Methods

The plane-wave basis projector augmented wave as implemented
in the Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)47,48 was em-
ployed in the framework of DFT. The generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof form45,46 and
hybrid Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof functional (HSE06)49 were used
for the exchange-correlation potential. The kinetic energy cut-
off of 600 eV, and a Γ-centered 16×16×1 k-mesh were employed
in our calculations by using Monkhorst-Pack50. The tolerance of
the total energy was converged to less than 10−5 eV with forces
less than 10−3 eV Å−1. The primitive unit cells were used and
the lattice constants and atomic positions were optimized with-
out any constraint. A vacuum space ∼ 20 Å along the z-direction
was used to avoid any fictitious interactions in MLs and HTS sys-

tems. Due to the interaction between the two layers, vdW inter-
action in the frame of Grimme (DFT-D2) method was utilized51.
The Bader charge analysis52 was utilized to extract the electronic
charge transfers. The vibrational properties were computed by
the finite-displacement method implemented in the PHONOPY
code53. The optical spectra were performed in the random phase
approximation? method constructed over HSE06 using a dense
k-grid of 20× 20× 1. The wave function in the interstitial region
was expanded in terms of plane waves with a cut-off parameter of
RMT Kmax= 8.5, where RMT and Kmax denote the smallest atomic
sphere radius and the largest k vector, respectively.

3 Monolayers

The atomic structures, contour plot of the electron localization
function (ELF) and electronic structure with the corresponding
partial density of states (PDOS) of MoS2 and MoSi2N4 monolay-
ers are shown in Fig. 1. From the atomic structures of the MoS2

and MoSi2N4, the atoms are packed in a honeycomb lattice, form-
ing a 2D crystal with a space group of P6m1. The hexagonal prim-
itive unit cell indicated by red parallelogram. After structure op-
timization, the lattice constants are 3.21 Å and 2.91 Å for MoS2

and MoSi2N4, respectively. The bond lengths of Mo-S is 2.58 Å
and the S-Mo-S angle is 77.36◦. For MoSi2N4 the bond lengths of
Mo-Si, Mo-N and Si-N are 2.09 Å, 1.75 Å and 1.74 Å, respectively.
The two angles of Si-N-Si are 112 ◦ and 106◦, while the two an-
gles of Si-Mo-Si are 87 ◦ and 73◦. The thickness of the MoS2,
the vertical distance of S-S is 2.99 Å and for MoSi2N4 is 7.01 Å.
The structural results are in good agreement with the previous
reports31,39,40,44.

The cohesive energy (Ecoh) per atom is calculated by: Ecoh =
EMo+2ESi+4EN−Etot

ntot
where EMo, ESi and EN, Etot represent the ener-

gies of isolated Mo, Si, N atoms and total energy of the MLs, ntot

is the total number of atoms in the unit cell, respectively. The co-
hesive energy are found to be -5.61 eV/atom for MoS2 and -38.46
eV/atom for MoSi2N4. The negative energy indicates the stability
of structures. The contour plot of the electron localization func-
tion (ELF) is shown in Figs. 1(b,e). For the MoSi2N4, the neg-
atively charged N atoms are surrounded by positively charged Si
and Mo atoms due to a charge transfer from Si and Mo atoms to N
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Table 1 The structural and electronic parameters including lattice constant a; the bond lengths of Mo-S (d1), Mo-Si (d2), Si-N (d3), and Mo-N (d4) ; the

bond angles of S-Mo-S (θ1), N-Si-N (θ2) and N-Mo-N (θ3); the thickness layer (t); the cohesive energy per atom, (Ecoh) for the monolayers and binding

energy for the HTS (Eb); the work function (Φ); the band gap (Eg) of PBE (HSE06); VBM/CBM positions.

a d1 d2 d3 d4 t θ1 θ2 θ3 Ecoh Φ Eg VBM/CBM
(Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (◦) (◦) (◦) (eV/atom) (eV) (eV)

MoS2 3.21 2.58 - - - 2.99 77.36 - - -5.61 5.66 1.65 (2.14) Γ/K
MoSi2N4 2.91 - 2.09 1.75 1.74 7.01 - 112,106 73,87 -8.46 5.12 1.79 (2.35) Γ/K
MoS2/MoSi2N4 2.96 2.37 2.10 - 3.46 13.59 77.38 113.03 71.32 -9.87 5.04 1.26 (1.84) Γ/K

Fig. 2 (a) Relative binding energy for different stacking, (b) potential average per distance, (c) difference charge density per distance, (d) phonon band

dispersion for MoS2/MoSi2N4 heterostructure.

atom. While in the MoS2, the negatively charged S atoms are sur-
rounded by positively charged Mo atoms due to a charge transfer
from Mo atoms to S atom The Bader charge analysis shows that in
the MoSi2N4 each N atom gains 1.5e and 2.23e from the adjacent
Mo and Si atoms, respectively. For MoS2 each S atom gains 0.5e

from the adjacent Mo atom. The work function (Φ) depends on
the energy of the vacuum energy (Evacuum) and the Fermi energy
(EF ), Φ = Evacuum −EF. We find Φ equals 5.66 eV for MoS2 and
5.12 eV for MoSi2N4.

The electronic band structures with the corresponding density
of states (DOS) and projected DOS (PDOS) of MoS2 and MoSi2N4

are shown in Figs. 1(c) and (f), respectively. Our results show
that the MoS2 is an indirect semiconductor with a band gap of
1.65 eV (2.14 eV) , within PBE (HSE06) functional. The valence
band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM)
are located at the Γ and the K-point, respectively. The MoSi2N4

is a semiconductor with an indirect band gap of 1.79 eV (2.35
eV), within PBE (HSE06) functional and notice that the VBM and
CBM are located at the Γ and the K-point, respectively. The charge
density of the VBM and CBM orbitals is shown in the inset Fig.
1(f). The VBM is mainly originate by Mo-dz2 and Mo-dx2

−y2 or-
bital states with a minor contribution of Si-pz and N-pz orbital
states, representing σ(Mo-Mo) bonding hybridized with σ(N-Si)
bonding. While the CBM is solely contributed by Mo-dz2 orbital
states representing a σ(Mo-Mo) bonding. Our results are in good
agreement with previous calculations31,39,40,44.

4 Heterostructure

4.1 Structure and Stability

The stacking of the MoS2/MoSi2N4 heterostructure vertically us-
ing several stacking geometries, i.e. AA, AB and AC is shown in
Fig. 2(a). The binding energy Eb is used to examine the ener-
getic stablility of the MS/MSiN, Eb = Etot −EMSiN −EMS, where
Etot, EMSiN, and EMS denotes the total energies of the MS/MSN,
isolated MoSi2N4, and isolated MoS2, respectively. Here after, the
MoS2/MoSi2N4 heterostructure is labeled as MS/MSiN. The cal-
culated binding energy shows that the minimum energy configu-
ration is the AB-stacking, where Eb=-9.87 eV. The heterostruc-
ture is exothermic and negative sign of binding energy refers
to the thermodynamic stability. The relative binding energy of
MS/MSiN for different stacking configuration is shown in Fig.
2(a). The structure parameters including lattice constant, bond
length, bond angles of MS/MSN are given in table I. Notice that
the interlayer distance is obtained as 3.21 Å, which is much larger
than the sum of the covalent radii of N and S atoms, while the in-
terface is dominated by vdW interactions.

The planar average electrostatic potential for the MS/MSiN is
shown in Fig. 2(b). The electrostatic potential of studied mono-
layers are flat in the vacuum region. One can see that the sym-
metric potential behavior for individual layer due to the symmet-
ric structure of monolayer. The electrostatic potential energy at
S atomic layer is higher than that at Si atomic layer due to the
higher electronegativity of S as compared to Si. The calculated
work function for the HTS is 5.04 eV which is smaller than the cor-
responding value of MoSi2N4 and MoS2 monolayers. This means
the electrons in the MS/MSiN have the ability to escape from the
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Fig. 3 (a) Electronic band structure and (b) DOS and PDOS and (c)

charge densities of VBM and CBM orbitals of MoS2/MoSi2N4 HTS. The

zero of energy is set to Fermi-level.

surface more than its indvidual monolayer surfaces under applied
field. The phonon dispersion is calculated to investigate the dy-
namical stability as is shown in Fig. 2(c). Apparently, phonon
branches are free from any imaginary frequencies indicating the
dynamical stability of the MS/MSiN.

4.2 Electronic properties

The electronic band structure with the corresponding DOS and
PDOS of MS/MSiN is shown in Figs. 3(a,b). Our results show
that, MS/MSiN is an indirect semiconductor with a band gap of
1.26 eV (PBE functional). Notice that the valance band mini-
mum (VBM) is located at the Γ point, while the conduction band
maximum (CBM) is located along the k-Γ points. Since these
monolayers are semiconductor, the HSE06 functional was also
used to study the electronic band structures. It is clear that the
HSE06 results are consistent with PBE/GGA for the type of in-
direct semiconducting band gap in these systems. Based on the
HSE06 method, the indirect band-gap of MS/MSiN is 1.84âĂŕeV.
Due to the interaction between the two monolayers, the VBM of
HTS is higher (lower) than the corresponding value of MS (MSiN)
monolayer. On the other hand the CBM of HTS is lower than
the corresponding value of MS and MSiN monolayers. Therefore
the bandgap of HTS is smaller than the bandgap of its individ-
ual monolayers. In order to explain the origin of the electronic
states, the DOS/PDOS of MS/MSiN is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
Mo-d states are dominated from -2.2 eV to the higher energy. The
N-p states are dominated in many ranges below -2.3 eV with good
contributions from Mo-d and S-p states. The contribution of Si-p
states is small as compared to the other states. The charge densi-
ties of the VBM and CBM orbitals are shown in Fig. 3(c). One
can observe that the VBM of such heterostructure is distributed in
the side of MSiN layer, whereas its CBM is localized in the side of
MS layer.

4.3 Optical properties

To understand the optical properties of MoS2/MoSi2N4 HTS, we
calculated the dielectric constants of its individual monolayers
(MLs) as shown in Figs. 4(a,b). The x and y components of the
real part of dielectric constants are the same for monolayers and
HTS. There are many peaks in the wavelength range 10-180 nm
for x and y components. For z component there are only distinct
peaks at 40 nm and 60 nm (Figs. 4(a)). The corresponding real
dielectric constants as function in the incident energy is shown
as the inset figure. The real dielectric constant of MS/MSiN is
related to the dielectric constant of its MLs with a small shift of
peak positions. The static dielectric constants of the HTS, the real
dielectric constant at zero energy, are 8.5 for x and y components,
and 4.2 for z component which are larger than the corresponding
values for individual MLs (the inset of Figs. 4(a)). The imaginary
part of the dielectric constant, Fig. 4(b), shows the x and y com-
ponents are similar (as in the real component). There are many
peaks for MLs and HTS in the wavelength range from 0 to 300
nm. The main peaks for MS and MSiN locate at 100 nm while the
main peak for HTS locates at 80 nm. For z component, all peak
positions locate at 50 nm. The imaginary dielectric constants as
function in the energy are shown as the inset figure.

The absorption spectra of MoS2, MoSi2N4 and HTS are shown
in Fig. 4(c). The spectra are very related to the imaginary part of
dielectric constants (Fig. 4(b)). The positions of the main peaks
are very similar to the corresponding peak positions of the imag-
inary part of dielectric constants for all components. The absorp-
tion values of the HTS are higher than the corresponding values
of MS and MSiN monolayer in the range of 0-300 nm for x and y

components and in the whole range in the z component. There-
fore the HTS can enhance the absorption of light not only in the
ultraviolet region but also in the visible region. The absorption
coefficient as a function in the energy is shown as the inset Fig.
4(c).

Fig. 4(d) shows the refractive index of the HTS as compared to
the refractive indices of its monolayer components. The combina-
tion between the refractive indices of MS and MSiN monolayers
gives the refractive index of the HTS in all directions. Therefore
the refractive index of the HTS is larger than the refractive index
of its MLs in the shown wavelength range. The static refractive
index for HTS is 4.1 for x and y components and 3.2 for z com-
ponent. The refractive index in the visible region 650 nm (2.2
eV) is 3.2 for x and y components and 2.1 for z component. The
absorption spectra and refractive index of MoS2 ML have a good
agreement with the previous publications54,55.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, we investigated the electronic and optical prop-
erties of the MoS2/MoSi2N4 heterostructure using first-principle
calculations. The stability of the heterostructure is verified by cal-
culating the phonon dispersion curves and thermodynamic bind-
ing energy calculations. Due to different monolayers, the electro-
static potential is asymmetric. The calculated work function of
heterostructure is less than the corresponding values of its indi-
vidual monolayers. The valance band maximum of heterostruc-
ture is very similar to the corresponding one of MoS2 monolayer.
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Fig. 4 (a) Real part of dielectric constant, (b) imaginary part of dielectric constant, (c) absorption and (d) refractive index of the MoS2, MoSi2N4 and

MoS2/MoSi2N4 HTS at different applied electric field.

However the conduction band minimum is not similar to the
corresponding one of MoS2 and MoSi2N4 monolayers. The het-
erostructure and its monolayers have indirect gaps. The bandgap
of MoS2/MoSi2N4 is smaller than the bandgap of its monolay-
ers using PBE and HSE06. The optical absorption values of the
heterostructure are higher than its individual monolayers absorp-
tion. The refractive index of heterostructure can be understood in
terms of a combination of the refractive indexes of its monolayers.
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